National Intelligence Law of the People's Republic of China

(Adopted at the 28th meeting of the Standing Committee of the 12th National People's Congress on June 27, 2017)

Chapter I General Provisions

Article 1 This Law is enacted in accordance with the Constitution in order to strengthen and safeguard national intelligence work and safeguard national security and interests.

Article 2 National intelligence work adheres to the overall national security concept, provides intelligence reference for major national decision-making, provides intelligence support for preventing and defusing risks that endanger national security, and safeguards state power, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity, people's well-being, and economic and social Sustainable development and other important national interests.

Article 3 The State establishes and improves a national intelligence system that is centralized, unified, division of labor, and scientific and efficient.
The central national security leadership will exercise unified leadership over national intelligence work, formulate guidelines and policies for national intelligence work, plan the overall development of national intelligence work, establish and improve a coordination mechanism for national intelligence work, coordinate and coordinate national intelligence work in various fields, and study and determine national intelligence work. Major issues.

The Central Military Commission unified leadership and organization of military intelligence work.

Article 4 The state intelligence work adheres to the principle of combining open work with secret work, combining special work with the mass line, and dividing the work division with coordination and cooperation.

Article 5 The state security organs and the intelligence agencies of the public security organs and the military intelligence agencies (hereinafter collectively referred to as the state intelligence agencies) shall cooperate with each other in accordance with their duties, do a good job in intelligence work, and conduct intelligence operations.

All relevant state organs shall work closely with the national intelligence work agencies in accordance with their respective functions and tasks.

Article 6 The state intelligence work organization and its staff shall be loyal to the state and the people, abide by the Constitution and laws, be devoted to their duties, be disciplined, be honest and clean, be selfless and dedication, and resolutely safeguard national security and interests.

Article 7 Any organization or citizen shall support, assist and cooperate with the state intelligence work in accordance with the law, and keep the secrets of the national intelligence work known to the public.

The State protects individuals and organizations that support, assist and cooperate with national intelligence work.

Article 8 National intelligence work shall be carried out in accordance with the law, respecting and safeguarding human rights, and safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of individuals and organizations.

Article 9 The State commends and rewards individuals and organizations that have made significant contributions to national intelligence work.

Chapter II National Intelligence Work Agency

Article 10 The state intelligence work agencies shall use the necessary methods, means and channels to carry out intelligence work at home and
abroad according to their work needs.

Article 11 The state intelligence work institutions shall collect and handle the acts or acts of foreign institutions, organizations and individuals that are implemented or instructed or funded by others, or colluded by domestic and foreign institutions, organizations and individuals to endanger the national security and interests of the People's Republic of China. Relevant information provides information or reference for preventing, stopping and punishing the above actions.

Article 12 The state intelligence work organization may, in accordance with relevant state regulations, establish cooperative relations with relevant individuals and organizations and entrust relevant work.

Article 13 The state intelligence work institutions may conduct foreign exchanges and cooperation in accordance with relevant state regulations.

Article 14 The state intelligence work organization shall carry out intelligence work according to law, and may require relevant organs, organizations and citizens to provide necessary support, assistance and cooperation.

Article 15 The state intelligence work agencies may adopt technical reconnaissance measures and identity protection measures in accordance with the needs of the work and in accordance with relevant state regulations and through strict approval procedures.

Article 16 When the staff of the state intelligence work organization performs tasks according to law, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the State, after obtaining the corresponding documents, they may enter the relevant areas and places that restrict access, and may understand and ask relevant information to relevant organs, organizations and individuals. You can check or retrieve relevant files, materials and articles.

Article 17 The staff of the State Intelligence Work Agency may enjoy the convenience of passing the corresponding documents as required for the execution of urgent tasks.

According to the needs of the work, according to the relevant national regulations, the staff of the national intelligence work agency may preferentially use or legally requisition the means of transport, communication tools, sites and buildings of relevant organs, organizations and individuals, and if necessary, may set relevant workplaces and equipment, Facilities, after the completion of the task, should be promptly returned or restored to the original state, and the corresponding fees shall
be paid in accordance with the regulations; if losses are caused, compensation shall be made.

Article 18 The state intelligence work agency may, in accordance with the needs of the work and in accordance with the relevant provisions of the State, request the Customs, the border entry and exit inspection agencies to provide exemption from inspection and other facilities.

Article 19: State intelligence agencies and their staff shall act in strict accordance with the law, must not go beyond their powers, abuse their powers, infringe on the legitimate rights and interests of citizens and organizations, and may not use their position to facilitate personal gains for themselves or others, and may not disclose state secrets or businesses. Secret and personal information.

Chapter III National Intelligence Work Guarantee

Article 20 The state intelligence work agencies and their staff shall carry out intelligence work in accordance with the law and be protected by law.

Article 21 The State strengthens the construction of state intelligence work institutions, and exercises special management over its institutional setup, personnel, establishment, funds, and assets, and gives special protection.

The state establishes management systems for the recruitment, selection, assessment, training, treatment, and withdrawal of personnel who need to adapt to intelligence work.

Article 22 The national intelligence work organization shall adapt to the needs of intelligence work and improve its ability to carry out intelligence work.

National intelligence agencies should use scientific and technological means to improve the level of identification, screening, synthesis and analysis of intelligence information.

Article 23: When the personnel of the state intelligence work organization perform tasks or those who have established cooperative relations with the state intelligence work agencies are assisting the state intelligence work, and the personal safety of the person or close relatives is threatened, the relevant state departments shall take necessary measures, to protect and rescue.

Article 24 The State shall provide proper resettlement for those who contribute to the national intelligence work and need to be resettled.
Relevant departments of public security, civil affairs, finance, health, education, human resources and social security, as well as state-owned enterprises and institutions shall assist the national intelligence work agencies in their resettlement work.

Article 25 Persons who are disabled or sacrificed or killed as a result of carrying out national intelligence work or supporting, assisting and cooperating with national intelligence work shall be given preferential treatment according to relevant state regulations.

If individuals and organizations cause property losses due to support, assistance and cooperation with national intelligence work, compensation shall be paid in accordance with relevant state regulations.

Article 26 The state intelligence work institutions shall establish and improve a strict supervision and security review system, supervise their staff's compliance with laws and disciplines, and take necessary measures according to law to conduct security reviews on a regular or irregular basis.

Article 27 Any individual or organization shall have the right to report or sue for the state intelligence work organization and its staff to go beyond their powers, abuse their powers and other violations of law and discipline. The relevant authorities that accept the report and accuse shall promptly investigate and deal with the case, and inform the informant and the accuser of the result of the investigation.

No individual or organization may suppress or retaliate against individuals and organizations that have been prosecuted and accused of state intelligence agencies and their staff.

The National Intelligence Work Agency shall provide convenient channels for individuals and organizations to report, accuse, and report on the situation, and keep confidential the informants and accusers.

Chapter IV Legal Liability

Article 28 Whoever violates the provisions of this Law and obstructs the state intelligence work organization and its staff from carrying out intelligence work according to law shall be recommended by the state intelligence work agency to be dismissed by the relevant units or be warned by the state security organs or public security organs or below fifteen days. Detained; if it constitutes a crime, criminal responsibility shall be investigated according to law.

Article 29 If the state secrets related to the state intelligence work are leaked, the state intelligence work agency shall recommend the relevant
Article 30 Anyone who pretends to be a member of the State Intelligence Work Agency or other relevant personnel to commit acts of swindling, fraud, extortion or extortion shall be punished in accordance with the provisions of the Law of the People's Republic of China on Public Security Administration Punishment; if a crime is constituted, criminal responsibility shall be investigated according to law.

Article 31 National intelligence agencies and their staff members have violated their powers, abused their powers, infringed on the legitimate rights and interests of citizens and organizations, used their position to facilitate personal gains for themselves or others, and divulged state secrets, trade secrets and personal information. If the act is committed, it shall be punished according to law; if it constitutes a crime, criminal responsibility shall be investigated according to law.

Chapter V Supplementary Provisions

Article 32 This Law shall come into force on June 28, 2017.